AutoPower Inventory Network

AutoPower Inventory Network (AIN) allows you to build relationships with hundreds of other AutoPower distributors locally, regionally or anywhere across the United States. Once relationships are established you can:

- search for parts in real-time across the AIN network
- become a Seller or a Buyer of parts within the network
- find parts closest to you with a build-in auto-distance calculator

It’s like having access to a redundant virtual inventory from multiple locations at your disposal without incurring the associated inventory cost. AIN builds in supply chain resilience, part search flexibility and possible new revenues by networking with multiple like-minded aftermarket distributors.

Benefits of the AutoPower – AIN

- Easily search for parts across AIN from within the AutoPower System
- Find parts closest to you
- Source specialty, unique and hard-to-find parts in seconds
- Counterman level sourcing tool

Benefits for Management

- Supply chain resilience
- Lower inventory costs than building stock
- Alternate supply sourcing
- Way to mitigate supply constraints
- Possible new sales revenue
- Excess inventory outlet
- Lower lost sales
- Enhanced customer service abilities